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It is shown by self-consistent field-theory methods that inhomogeneities in a sample greatly influence
the behavior of thermodynamic quantities near the transition point. Thus, the magnitude of the specificheat "jump" decreases, and the temperature of the maximum specific heat shifts towards lower temperatures. If fluctuations are taken into account, two points, which are nonanalytic in the temperature,
may appear. The higher-temperature point is connected with the occurrence of infinitely large regions
with a stable ordering parameter Tf. However, the value of Tf averaged over the entire sample is zero.
The second point is connected with the appearance of a nonzero ordering parameter in the entire sample.

1.

A large number of experimental investigations have
by now been performed (for example[ 1' 21 ) on the measurement of the ordering parameter and of the specific
heat near a second-order phase transition point. At
temperatures slightly below the maximum point, a
"jump" is observed on the specific-heat curve, and is
associated with the critical point of the phase transition. Voronel' et al. [IJ measured the specific heat of
Gd samples of different purity. In the less contaminated
samples, a rather sharp "jump" was observed, whereas
in the more contaminated samples the ''jump'' was
strongly smeared out. The experiments show also that
when the temperature is lowered from the critical point
the ordering parameter in inhomogeneous media increases much more slowly than predicted by the theory. A
similar picture is observed in investigations of the
liquid-vapor critical point [aJ, namely, addition of impurities broadens the specific-heat curve, and the value
of the specific heat at the maximum point decreases.
It was assumed in[ 1 ' 21 that these effects are caused by
impurities and by the inhomogeneity of the sample.
Theoretical investigations [4 ' 51 in the two-dimensional
Ising model show that addition of impurities to a ferromagnet leads to finite values of the specific heat at the
transition point.
In the present paper we investigate the influence of
inhomogeneities of the medium on the behavior of the
thermodynamic quantities near the phase-transition
point, within the framework of the phenomenological
Landau theory[ 61 , assuming that the inhomogeneity has
a characteristic length a which is large compared with
the interaction radius ro (a>> ro).
We write down the expansion of the free energy <I> in
terms of the ordering parameter Tf and its derivatives,
describing the inhomogeneity by means of the coordinate
dependence of the expansion coefficient:
11l[11]= ~ [a(r,T)(T-Tc(r))'l2+!l(r,T)'l'+y(t·,T)(V'l) 2]dV;

(1)

Here T is the temperature and V is the sample volume
over which the integration takes place. In this expansion it is assumed that a volume element that is small
compared with the dimension of the inhomogeneities remains isotropic, and consequently there are no terms
that are linear or cubic in Tf, and that the only scalar

that depends on the derivatives of 71 is (VT/ )2 •
We assume that the additions to the expansion coefficients, necessitated by the inhomogeneities, are much
smaller than the mean values of these coefficients. In
this approximation we can regard a, {3, and y as constants and take the inhomogeneity of the medium into
account only in Tc(r) =To + T.(r), where To is the mean
value of the function Tc(r), and T.(r) <<To,
lim ~ T!(r)dV = 0.
V-+oov

It is meaningful to take into account the influence of
the inhomogeneities in the self-consistent field approximation only when the temperature "smearing," which
is connected with the inhomogeneities, is much larger
than the "smearing" connected with the fluctuations of
Tf. The temperature region where the fluctuations are
significant is of the order of ~ 1/rg [7 ' 81 , and we shall
therefore stipulate fulfillment of the inequality T./To
» 1/rg (r 0 » 1). The region of applicability of the
theory under consideration is ultimately defined by the
conditions 1 » T1/To » 1/r~ and a» ro.
The problem of the influence of inhomogeneities on
the phase transition has much in common with the problem of the statistics of the energy levels of a particle
in an inhomogeneous medium [~ 111 , the only difference
being that in our case the equation for Tf is nonlinear.
The inhomogeneities lead to a decrease or to a vanishing of the "jump" of the specific heat C (an increase
in the order of the phase transition), something that can
be intuitively understood by recognizing that contributions to C and Tf are made essentially by those regions
where T < Tc(r). If the relative weight of these regions
is small, then C and Tf each contain an additional small
factor compared with the expressions in the pure substance.
We note that the influence of the impurities on the
phase transition reduces to the occurrence of regions
with different impurity concentrations [41 , i.e., there
appear inhomogeneities that can be described in the
same scheme.
2. The ordering parameter 71 is determined by minimizing the functional (1), and the corresponding equation is
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Y~'l =

a(T- Tc(r))'l + 2~'13·

(2)
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In our theory, TJ changes over macroscopic distances,
and TJ and TJ' can be regarded as continuous.
We shall prove that if Tc(r) is an analytic function
(as will be assumed throughout), then the ordering
parameter either vanishes identically in the entire sample, or vanishes nowhere. For simplicity we consider
the case of a one-dimensional distribution of the inhomogeneities (the generalization to the three-dimensional case is trivial).
Let TJ vanish at the point x 0 • If TJ' (x 0 ) = 0 at the same
point, then, differentiating (2), we can show that the
derivative of TJ with respect to x, of any order, also
vanishes at the point x 0 , i.e., TJ
0. If TJ 1 (x 0 ) ;" 0, then
we can construct a function tj'(x), continuous with a continuous first derivative, such that <1>[7]] < <l>[TJ] and f/
does not vanish anywhere. We introduce 'if 1 = ITJ 1. It is
seen from (1) that <1>[ TJ] = <1>[7h]. In a small vicinity of
Xo (xo- E, Xo +E), we write TJ(x) = TJ'(xo) (x- x 0). We
define 'if in such a way that 'if ='if 1 throughout with the
exception of the vicinity of Xo, and in this vicinity we put

=

-

'l'(xo)
I'J'(xo)
2 -e+2e-(x-xo) 2•

11= -

It is easy to verify that 'if and Ti' are continuous and the
equality <1>[ TJ] = <i>[Tf] is satisfied upon integration over

all of space, with the exception of the vicinity of x 0 •
Upon integration over the vicinity of x 0 , the values of
the functionals (1) are respectively equal to
$['1] = 2y1'j'2 (xo)e,

$[f}]

=

2layrJ'2

=

(3a)

a-r I 2~.

In the first approximation in o we have
'I<'>=

_1_ (• d2T! _

y

4 y'2a~ ;'!,

If

T

;2; T1 we have
I'J(I)/ '1<•>~ y I

~( dT,

\2).

2 \ d.r

"

dx2

aT,a =
2

6~

(3b)

1,

i.e., formulas (3a) and (3b) are valid. These expressions, however, are not valid near the points x 0 at
which T(xo) = 0. If xo is not an extremum point of T
(T~(xo) ;" 0), then the limits of applicability of (3a) and
(3b) are given by the inequality
y

T12

-;;:ra -;;2 =
Writing down

T

{j

(4)

We now consider the spatial region T < 0. If we neglect
the correlation of the ordering parameter of the regions
with T < 0 and T > 0, then, recognizing that the integrand
in (1) is non-negative, we get TJ = 0. It is therefore
natural to assume that the ordering parameter is small,
to neglect the last term in (2), and to solve the simplified equation in the quasiclassical approximation. As a
result we have
'1

=

~~·;,

exd± ~

V.f1-rl

dx}.

(5)

Xo

The sign in (5) should be chosen such as to make the
solution attenuate in the interior of the region T < 0.
Since

ry-a

J

xo

-J-rJdx~

Y

v~
-Tl(x-x
'V

x-xo

0 )~---,

rc

i.e., the characteristic length of variation of TJ (~rc) is
much smaller than the dimension of the inhomogeneity
a, and the quasiclassical method is applicable. The
spatial limits of applicability of formula (5), as well as
of (3), are given by the inequality (4).
Let us "join together" the solutions in the regions
T > 0 and T < 0. We expand the functions TJ (x) and T(x)
near x 0 in a Taylor series:
1'J(X)=A+B(x-x0 )+c(x-x0 )2,

(xo)e,

i.e., <1>[77] < <l>[TJ], q.e.d.
3. We shall consider henceforth the one-dimensional
case. The main result, however, can be readily generalized to include the three-dimensional case.
In the spatial region T > 0 (T = Tc(x)- P) we have
the estimate Y'l" ~ Y'7 /a2 • In the temperature region
T ~ T1 we obtain YTJ"/cnT] ~ y/a2 aT 1 = o. Taking into
consideration the expression for the correlation radius
r~ (T - T) = y /a IT - T I (T- critical point), we obtain
the estimate o ~ r~ (T1)/a 2 • We consider first the case
o « 1, i.e., rc «a.
In the zeroth approximation- a TT/ <O> + 2 tlTJ~o> = 0 and
'1<•>"

(x- xo) 3 I a 3 >6.

dT,(xo)
-r(x)=---(x-xo). (6)
dx

From (2) we get c = (tl/y)A 3 • Let x 1 be the point for
which the conditions T(X1) > 0 and (x 1 - x 0 ) 3 /a3 ~ o are
satisfied. Then

where TJ is the order of magnitude of the ordering
parameter in the region T > 0. We can analogously
"join together" formulas (5) and (6), obtaining thereby
the estimate
(7)
If (x- x 0 ) 3 /a 3 ~ o, then all the terms in (6) are of the
same order of magnitude, and this series is suitable for
the estimates obtained above.
Finally, let us consider Eq. (2) in the spatial region
near the point of maximum T (the point xmaxl· It is
seen from (3a) and (3b) that the condition for applicability of these formulas is given by the inequality
oTVT~ax(T) « 1, where Tmax(T) = T(Xmaxl· Inasmuch
as the length 6-X of the region where T > 0 is determined
by the estimate

the inequality given above has a simple physical meaning:

T1 3
~3 ~ 1.

near Xo in the form
dT,(xo)

"r=~(x-xo),

we obtain a limitation on the spatial region of applicability of these formulas

If 6-x is bounded from above at each given temperature T by a quantity the order of av'Tmax/T1 (the distribution of T c cannot have fluctuations that lead to
anomalously large regions with positive T), then it can
be shown, by elementary estimates of the terms of
formula (1), that when rc(Tmaxl » 6-x the condition for
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=

the minimum of (1) ensures that T/
0. Thus, the critical temperature can be obtained from the condition
rc(Tmax) ~ tl.x, i.e.,
(8)

4. Let us calculate the mean values of the ordering
parameter and of the specific heat Tj and C, neglecting
the exponentially small contribution of the regions with
T < 0, using the formulas

r f a )';, 1:'hdx,
1']=lim J 1 -

_
(' il1J 2
T a2
('
C=-Talimj - d x = - l i m j dx,
L"""""''c>O iJT
2fl L~oo<>O ( 9 )

L~~,>.' 2~

where Lis the length of the sample. The integration in
(9) is carried out only over regions where T > 0.
We introduce the function p(T 1)dT 1, which describes
the distribution of the probability of the quantity T 1 and
the temperature interval dT1 on a segment of length
~a, with a normalization condition

differ from zero in the entire sample, i.e., there is no
critical point.
b) We now consider the case when T 1 is bounded
from above by the quantity T J.lllax in the temperature
region close to To+ T 1max' so that p(T1) can be represented in the form
(12)
In the temperature interval T~axiTi » 15 (the correlation radius r~ ~ y I a (To + T 1max - T) is much smaller
than the average length of the region with positive T in
the vicinity of Xmax) we have
_ _

1]=(.'!...)
2fl

p(Ti)dft,

(10)

~!> T-T,

Let us carry out the calculations for several forms
of the distribution function p (T 1).
a) Gaussian distribution function
p(T1)

=--y2;:;1 1-exp {

1't !
-z;;-f
2

(the conditions for the applicability of formulas (10) are
of the form 1 » tiTo » 1lrg, 15 ~ y I ata 2 « 1, and
IT- Tol « To)· From (10) we can easily obtain asymptotic expressions in different limiting cases:

I -=-~(_c:_)'f,
• 1J

4

2fl

(

1
Tl
[ -;;jP(nJ(Tt max)

2t 2

)

(n)

T
I n+'f,
(tmax)'tmax,

a2T Ip(nJ(Ti max) I n+t
(n=t=l}!'tmax •

-zf}'

(13)

](rc/a)3

max

~

(Tt- T, max)ndTI

•;, 1
A 1 =(n+1) [ ( _Y_ ) U't'max

2fl f'2n

)'f, IP

T-To

ex {-(T-_!0 )~}( 1 -~;J_ __t_z __ \
(T- T0 )'i• p
2t 2
8 (T- To) 2 I .
(lla)

a
211

In the second lim_!ting ~se, T~axiTi « 15, the main
contributions to 11 and C are made by regions with T > 0
and with length l much larger than the average length of
such regions (t!.x ~ a·hmax/Tt) (fluctuations in the distribution of T 1 over the sample have low probability).
On the other hand, in regions with length on the order
of a·hmaxiTl, the values of 11, according to the estimate, coincide with the limiting values, which in accordance with (5) are exponentially small. The length l is
estimated from the condition l ~ r c (T max)
~ (YIO!Tmax) 112 , and the probability of having a region
with T > 0 and with dimension l is estimated by the
formula

t2

C=a 2T __! exp{-J!_-To)_'_\ __t_,

(To+T!-T)'f•(T,-Timax)"dT,

T-To

2n+1

C=

C=T~~
?A
j

(T 0 +T 1 -T)'hp(T!)dT!,

T-T 0

lmax

~

--p<nJ(T!max)
n!
-

~ p(T1)dT1 = 1.

~=(_<I_)';,
·~'
\2fl

,.

1/~i

- ( 2n+ 3 )!!

00

Using this function, we can rewrite (9) in the form
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I

A

~ 'tm~x,

]3 =(n+1) ( T1 )'/,
{>'t'max

.

(14)

Hence

T- To

whenT-T0 ~t, T>To;

II.

1'J

__!!:_

=

2'i•n '!,

(_c:_)'
;, [r (2_)
_12 r ( 4
2fl
4

5. \

)

T- Tu
t

The transition point T coincides with the maximum value
Tc, i.e.,

J'

'f = To+ Tlmax·

C==(J.•T[_!_ __ T-To_],
2fl

when IT- Tol

~

2

(llb)

V2n t

t;

III.

-11 = { - a )'/,
•2fl

1
t
(To- T)'ld11 - ----2

\

4

)

(T-T0)2

C=a'T(1- 1 exp{- (1'·-To)'}-t-),
2fl '-

V2n

2t2

,

(llc)

To-T

wheniT- To I ~t, T <To.
It is seen from (11) that the maximum of the specific
heat shifts from the point To towards lower temperatures. The maximum value of the specific heat in an
inhomogeneous medium decreases with increasing amplitude of the inhomogeneity t.
We note that in our case T1 is not bounded. Therefore, at any temperature T there is a region with
dimension ~a, characterized by such a T1 that r~
~ rlaT1 «a, and consequently formulas (3a) and (3b)
are valid. According to Sec. 2, the parameter T/ will

(15)

Thus, if T 1 is bounded from above, then the specific
heat and all its derivatives are continuous. Similar
results are obtained for a ferromagnet diluted by impurities in the two-dimensional Ising model r4 J.
5. In Sees. 3 and 4 we have considered the case
15 « 1 (rc(T 1) «a). Let us consider now the opposite
limiting case, 15 » 1 (rc(T 1) » a). We represent T/ in
the form
1')(X) =

1jo

1

1jo =

lim

L

L~oo 2

+ 1']1(x),

(16)

L

J11 (x)dx.
-L

(17)

The value of 11 at a certain specified point in space is
determined by the integral properties of Tc(x) in the
vicinity of this point (radius of the vicinity r c » a). In
the zeroth approximation, the inhomogeneities are averaged over regions with dimension ~ r c, and it can be
assumed that 11 ~ 11o· In the first approximation, account

,.-----

---------------------------------------------------
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is taken of 1l1(x) (711 « 71o). Averaging Eq. (2), rewritten
in the form
y!']/' = a(T- To- Tt(x) )1Jo + a(T- To)!']!-- aT11]1
+ 2~(1] 03 + 31]o''-r]l·+ 31]o1]12 + 1]!3 ),

(18)

----~1;

a
[ 1+ ( - a )'/,
l']o2 =-(To-T)
2~
2y

(To~ T)'h J'

over the entire volume of the sample, we obtain
a(T- To)l']o- aT, (x)l']i(x) + 2~1]o3 + 6~1]ol']t 2 = 0.

Y1J{' = -aT!(x)l']o + a(T- To)1] 1 - a(Tt(x)l']!(x)- T1 (x)1Jt(x))
(20)
+ 6~1]o'1Jt + 3~1]o(l']t2- l']t2) + ~l']t'·

Using the condition 111 « 71 0 , we get from (19) and (20)
in the zeroth approximation
a(T- To)l']o- aTt(X)1Jt(x) +2~1]o 3 =

0,

Y1Jt" = -aTt(X)1Jo + a(T- To)l']t + 6~1Jo2rlt·

(21a)

~~~( -e'x ST,(y)e-'vdy+e-l.x~

T,(y)e'•dy),

(22a)

X2

X1

"-= va(T-To)+6i31Jo2 .
y

(22b)

If p(T1) is a homogeneous function (independent of x),
then

f

aljo
1 ( L_
L
o.
ft!']t=--lim- ~ dx J G(z)e''dz+ ~ dx} G(z)e''dz)
2y/.. L~oo 2£ -L
x-x,
-L
x,-x
0
aljo
1£
= - lim - ~ dd G (z) e''dz,
y/.. L~oo 2£ -L
0

(23)

where G(lx- y I) = T1(x)T1(y).
We shall assume that G(z)- 0 at z >> a more rapidly
than e-J.J.Z, where J.l. is an arbitrary positive constant,
i.e., the characteristic region of integration in (23) with
respect to ~ is ~ L » a, and therefore
8=

!

"'

0

0

SG(z)e''dz= ~

}/a(7'-'l'o)+li~Yj 0 2

z ~~ /

V

_r,

a<_

y
1(aT

1

_

a ~

""

in accordance with the initial assumption.
6. Let us estimate the influence of fluctuations on
the ordering parameter 71 and on the specific heat of the
substance. The fluctuation length can have two scales,
a and r c. We estimate first the role of fluctuations with
characteristic length rc in the case when rc(T1) «a.
According to[BJ, these fluctuations (in first approximation in the parameter r 03 T- 112 T~ 12 ) yield, accurate to an
inessential numerical factor, the following correction
to the specific heat:

.,

Ct ~ a2T0 ~ 1 _E_(T,)dT, __ .
j3ro3 J 1JT-To-Ttl

( 29 )

In the case of a Gaussian function p(T1) this contribution
turns out to be appreciable when T- To>> t, T > T 0 ,
and is of the form

(30)
The second approximation contains an additional
small factor
J

1
T1 ~
~ .

Using this small parameter, we write
S = ~ G(z)dz,

From (27) and (28) we see that when the temperature is
decreased from the critical point, the value of the
specific heat after the "jump" continues to increase.
Let us estimate 111 by means of formula (22a) in the
region T- To :( T 1 • Taking into account the inequality
Aa << 1, we can regard exp (±AX) as a smooth function
compared with T1(x). Integrating (22a) by parts, we obtain

T~· /r03 T- T0 'I•< d' /r03t'lz< 1

G(z)e''dz.

In this integral
A

(28)

(21b)

Solving the second linear equation of (20) with respect
to 11 r, we obtain
1]t=

Tt

T,-T
-'f-c-~ 1.

(19)

Subtracting (19) from (18) we get

'fc-T

3a2 ( 1 +
16- ,
'fcT )
C=-T
-_ _
10~
100
Tt
'

- - al']o
T11Jt = - 8 .
y/..

(24)

Substituting (24) in (21a) and using (22b), we obtain an
equation for the determination of 11 0 below the critical
point:
24~'1Jo6 + 28a~2 (T- To)~o4 + 10a2j3(T- To) 21]o2
+ a 3 (T- T 0 ) 3 - a'S I y = 0.
(25)
We obtain the critical point from (25) by putting 71o

= 0:
(26)

Thus, the critical point lies above T 0 •
Elementary manipulations enable us to find 71 0 and C:
3a
(
16 'fc- T )
l']o2 =-('fc-T) 1 + - - - - 10[:!
100 Tt
'

(27)

J

and can be disregarded.
The divergences of higher order of perturbation
theory, in the integration with respect to T 1 at the point
T1 = T- To (T1 < T1max. TJ ""0) are eliminated by the
existence of an effective magnetic field in the zeroth
approximation.
In the cases described by formulas (13) and (14), the
correction to the specific heat, due to the fluctuations
in the region T > Tc, is of the form (30), where tis replaced by T1, and the contribution from the region
T < T c is estimated by the expression
(31)

where Cis determined by formula (14).
The condition for the applicability of the theory of
the self-consistent field has the usual form
(32)
Formula (14) can be generalized to include the case
when the inequality (32) is not satisfied, provided we
know the dependence of r c on T - T in the homogeneous
substance. Let rc = b/T£ax, p > 0. Then a reasoning
similar to that used in the derivation of (14) yields the
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singular part of the specific heat in the form

+ 1) (b/m:::ax)

Bt = (n

for the ordering parameter

~ i' ~

(VTJ) 2dV

~ y( r~

y

Vt

~ L,'exp{- g ~:

gt !minJ!~ = i.
To

(33)

3•

The case rc(T1) >> a in the zeroth approximation
(in 1/6) can be regarded as homogeneous, and therefore
the corrections necessitated in the theory by the fluctuations of the parameter 1J and the region of applicability of the theory are of the same order of magnitude as
in l7,sJ.
Let us estimate now, in the case r c(T 1) << a, the
probability of the change of the sign of the ordering
parameter T/ in one spatial region with T > 0. We shall
use the formula w·~ exp (-Rmin/T) (lsJ, Sec. 144), where
Rmin is the minimum work necessary to realize the
given fluctuation. It is easy to see that the work will be
minimal if the change of the sign and of the magnitude
of T/ occurs in a spatial region T > Tc of thickness rc,
where T/ has a minimal absolute magnitude. In the remaining region, where the fluctuation took place, 1J reverses sign, but does not change its absolute magnitude.
The order of Rmin can be estimated from the formula
Rmin
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(34)

where V1 ~ Lir c is the volume of the region in which 1J
differs in absolute magnitude from the values corresponding to the true minimum of ~. L1 is the average
linear dimension of the region with T > 0, g is a constant
of the order of unity, and a1 is the average distance between the regions with T > 0. The latter expression of
(34) contains all the most significant factors.
In (34), L 1, a1, and rc are functions of the temperature. When the temperature changes from values To
+ T1max to To- T1max, the average linear dimension
L1 of the region changes from values of the order of a to
infinity, and rc(T)- a1(T). This leads to Rmin «To
near the temperature To+ T1max and Rmin >> To near
To- T1max· The concrete temperature dependence of
L1, a1, and r C' and consequently also of Rmin' is determined by the function p(T1).
Let us describe qualitatively the effects resulting
from the interaction between the different regions in
which l > 0. The Hamiltonian of such a system can be
written in the form
(35)

(37)

From (36) we obtain the following values of X:
if T > 'l't,

X= 0

xz =

_:3_
gt 2

n:,,n,(~ (1'!- T) if
70

r

X 2 = 1 - 2 exp \ - 2g1

-

1' 1

'l't-T

>

T,-T-1-~

if

Rmin(T) }
To

1,

Rmin(T) "pl.
To
··

(38)

The values of 17 calculated from formulas (11), (13), and
(14), with allowance for the considered fluctuations, have
the significance of average values (over a region with
dimension L 1) of the ordering parameter.
The ordering parameter T] averaged over the dimensions of the sample is determined from the formula
(39)

TJ=TJX.

The correction to the specific heat C 2 , necessitated
by allowance for the interaction of different regions, is
given by
T0 dX

c, = - 2L," ·;a-;-In

1 +X

t - x.

(40)

From (40) we obtain the value of the "jump" of the
specific heat at the critical point 1\:
C.Cz

=~-_,!!_;_>in(~
2gt 2

Lt·1

(41)

•

Using the estimate R~in(TI) ~ To/Tl> we get
To

rc"(Tt)

{)

TJ"t'

a-!" 1

L1

C.Cz~--.
1 G;-o--~-<:;:1,

and therefore the "jump" ~C 2 of the specific heat in an
inhomogeneous medium is smaller than the jump of the
specific heat in the pure substance by a factor 6 /L1.
Thus, in the case when rc(T1) <<a, there can exist
two point that are not analytic in the temperature, a
higher one connected with the occurrence of unlimited
regions with T > 0, and a lower one in which the ordering parameter averaged over the entire sample differs
from zero. Both singularities resulting in this case are
quite weak.
In conclusion the author considers it his pleasant
duty to thank M. Sh. Giterman, A. I. Larkin, A. P.
Levanyuk, V. L. Pokrovskil, and R. A. Suris for useful
dis cuss ions.

i,k

where Rmin is determined by formula (34) and <Ji = ± 1,
depending on the sign of the ordering parameter in the
region; the summation in (35) is carried out over the
numbers of the nearest regions.
Using the Bragg- Williams method, we obtain an equation for the determination of the relative number of regions with positive and negative signs of the ordering
parameter:
(36)
where X= (2N.- N)/N, Nand N. are respectively the
total number of regions and the number of regions with
positive 1J, and g 1 is a constant on the order of unity.
From (36) we get an equation for the determination
of the critical point T ~> below which a nonzero value
(averaged over the volume of the sample) is obtained
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